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We propose and explore, in the context of benchmark problems for flowshop scheduling, a risk-
based concept of robustness for optimization problems. This risk-based concept is in distinction to,
and complements, the uncertainty-based concept employed in the field known as robust optimiza-
tion. Implementation of our concept requires problem solution methods that sample the solution
space intelligently and that produce large numbers of distinct sample points. With these solutions to
hand, their robustness scores are easily obtained and heuristically robust solutions found. We find
evolutionary computation to be effective for this purpose on these problems.
1 Introduction
Something is robust if it performs well under varying conditions. Wagner’s characterization is represen-
tative and applies to any system: “A biological system is robust if it continues to function in the face of
perturbations” [22, page 1], although often we will want to add “well” after “function”. (See also [7, 16].)
This general notion of robustness is apt for, is important for, and is useful in many fields, including bi-
ology, engineering, and management science. The general notion, however, must be operationalized for
specific applications. We focus in this paper on management science applications, especially applications
to optimization. Our specific results are presented in the context of flow shop scheduling problems, but
the principles and approach should generalize.
Given an optimization model, constrained or not, there are two fundamental robustness questions:
1. The measurement question: How should the robustness of any given solution be measured?
2. The discovery question: How can robust solutions be found?
With regard to the measurement question, there is a large and vibrant literature that explores robustness
as performance in the worst case condition(s). Central to this literature is the field of robust optimiza-
tion which (roughly speaking) characterizes a robust solution to an optimization problem as one that is
optimal in the worst case and then seeks effective methods for discovering such solutions [1–3, 20].
Worst-case-optimal is another name for maximin (maximize the minimum possible return), the so-
lution principle for games of pure conflict. Maximin is arguably often a reasonable principle to invoke
when decision making occurs under uncertainty, that is, when it is not possible or credible to assign
probability distributions to the relevant conditions. This observation suggests the possibility of defining
a robust-under-risk notion of robustness, one that is appropriate for situations in which probability dis-
tributions are available for relevant aspects of the context. The main aim of this paper is to take up and
explore the suggestion.
We propose a robustness-under-risk score, RR, based on four elements: the problem or model (M ),
the solution (S), the perturbation regime (P ), and the level of certainty (L, 0 < L < 1). The robustness
of a solution S to model M under perturbation regime P with the level of certainty L is denoted as
RR(S,M,P, L). Our proposal is to measure the robustness of a solution (to a model, . . . ) as the best
objective value for which the probability is at least L that the solution will match or improve on it. A
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robust solution is a solution whose robustness-under-risk score is optimal, that is better than or equal to
the robustness-under-risk scores of all other solutions.
In what follows, we explore how these quantities can be estimated by collecting high-quality solu-
tions that appear during the normal runs of evolutionary computation. The demonstration is presently
limited to flowshop scheduling problems. Work is underway to extend the experiments to other problems.
If we are minimizing and using perturbation regime P to represent the ambient risk, then we can
estimate the robustness of a solution S as follows (as a schema in pseudocode):
1. Using P , generate a sample of perturbed problems, PSample.
2. Obtain the objective function value of solution S on each member of the sample PSample.
3. Sort the objective values so obtained in ascending order (more generally from best to worst).
4. Estimate the robustness of S at level L to be the objective function value of S at the Lth decile of
the sample PSample. (Objective function values above the Lth decile are all inferior to every value
at or below the Lth decile.)
Note that so conceived, the robustness score of a given solution by itself tells us nothing about whether
the solution is optimal or even good with respect to robustness. To evaluate a solution in this regard
we must somehow compare it to other solutions and their robustness scores. Our proposal is to obtain
heuristically a sample of high-quality solutions (which we call the solutions of interest, or SoIs, for this
problem [15]) and to estimate robust solutions as best available in the SoIs.
This takes us to the second question, the question of how to discover robust solutions to an optimiza-
tion problem. Given our proposed robustness measure an obvious approach would be as follows:
1. Using P , generate a large sample of perturbed problems, PSample.
2. Solve each problem in PSample to optimality. The collection of optimal solutions constitutes the
SoIs, the solutions of interest, from which comparatively robust solutions are to be sought.
3. Using P , generate a new large sample of perturbed problems, PSample′.
4. Obtain the objective function value of each solution in SoI for each member of the sample PSample′.
5. Sort the objective values so obtained in ascending order (more generally from best to worst).
6. Estimate the robustness of S ∈ SoI at level L to be the objective function value at the Lth decile
of the sample PSample′. Evaluate every member of SoI in this way.
7. Designate as robust any member of SoI with a best estimated robustness score.
We would find this a potentially reasonable procedure except for step (2). While the matter certainly
deserves empirical investigation, the computational cost will often be prohibitive. Further, there would
seem to be little reason a priori for an optimal solution to one perturbed problem to be robust for another
perturbation.
We wish to explore a different approach, one that we think needs to be investigated in any case. In
this approach to the discovery problem we make use of the fact that in evolutionary computation (as well
as other metaheuristics) large numbers of solutions are considered during runs of the algorithm(s). We
thus propose to replace step (2) with step (2′):
2′. For each problem in PSample obtain a sample of distinct high-quality solutions. The union of these
solutions constitutes the SoIs, the solutions of interest, from which comparatively robust solutions
are to be sought.
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1. Given:
(a) m machines; n jobs;
(b) Decisionn×1, a permutation vector of job IDs, 1. . .n;
(c) Processingm×n, array of processing times, Processing(i, j) = processing time of job j on
machine i;
(d) Startm×n, array of starting times, Start(i, j) = starting time of the jth job from Decision
(Decision(j)) on machine i, initialized to 0;
(e) Completionm×n, array of completion times, Completion(i, j) = completion time of the jth
job from Decision (Decision(j)) on machine i, initialized to 0;
(f) Availabilitym×1, array of next availability times for machines, Availability(i) = next available
starting time for machine i, initialized to 0.
2. For j = 1 to n:
(a) For i = 1 to m:
i. Start(i, j) = Availability(i)
ii. Completion(i, j) = Start(i, j) + Processing(i,Decision(j))
iii. Availability(i) = Completion(i, j)
3. Makespan = Completion(m,n)
Figure 1: Makespan calculation procedure, for standard simple flowshop problems
In what follows we report on a series of experiments in finding robust solutions to flowshop schedul-
ing problems using the general approach just discussed. We begin in the next section with a precise
description of our setup. First, however, a word on related work.
Scheduling problems generally [5, 6, 18] and flowshop problems in particular have long been ad-
dressed, and addressed successfully, with evolutionary algorithms [10, 11, 19]. For the most part, the
focus has been on finding heuristically optimal solutions, rather than robust solutions, however robust-
ness is defined. Exceptions are Herrmann [12] and Jensen [14] (see also comments in [3]). Herrmann’s
work assumes a minimax (worst-case-optimal) notion of robustness. Using what is now called a teacher-
learner coevolution framework [8], Herrmann evolves two populations together, one of scenarios (param-
eterizations of the optimization problem, the teachers in modern parlance) and one of solutions (learners).
Heuristically, evolution of the teachers finds the most unfavorable scenarios and evolution of the learners
finds the best solutions for the worst-case scenarios. Jensen defines (as a heuristic) the robustness of
a solution S to be the weighted average makespan of solutions in the neighborhood of S, then uses a
genetic algorithm to find robust solutions so characterized. Both of these approaches are quite different
from ours. In future work it will be important to compare and contrast the results of all three methods.
2 Experimental Setup
2.1 Flowshop GA
In a flowshop problem we are given m machines and n jobs to be scheduled for processing one at a time
on the machines. We are also given a processing time array: Processing(i, j) = processing time of job j
on machine i. The problem is to find a schedule (a permutation of the jobs) with the minimal makespan
(time to complete all jobs). See [18] and other references cited above for details on flowshop problems.
The measure of performance (fitness) for a solution is its makespan. Figure 1 gives our algorithm in
pseudocode for calculating makespans.
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In our study, we experimented with 14 flowshop scheduling problems that are by now standard
benchmarks: ISHardest [13], Car1, Car2, Car3, and Car4 [4], and Txxxx [21]. Table 1 lists the problem
sizes and, in the fourth column, how close our rather conventional genetic algorithm came to optimally
solving the problems.1 In a single run: population size was 100, number of generations was 500, mutation
rate was 0.1, and crossover rate was 0.5. These values were arrived at by a mild tuning exercise on a
sample of the test problems and then confirmed by tests on the remaining problems. The tuning is only
approximate. Mutation was accomplished by randomly picking two sites on a solution and swapping
them. We used order crossover, OX, as our crossover operator ([17, page 217], [9, page 174]).
Test Problem # Machines # Jobs ObjValDelta
ISHardest 3 10 0 %
Car1 5 11 0 %
Car2 4 13 0 %
Car3 5 12 0 %
Car4 4 14 0 %
T1378 10 20 < 0.073%
T1397 10 20 < 0.073%
T1484 10 20 < 0.135%
T1496 10 20 < 0.869%
T1538 10 20 < 0.520%
T1582 10 20 < 0.127 %
T1591 10 20 < 0.440%
T1593 10 20 < 0.252%
T1659 10 20 < 0.724%
Table 1: Information on benchmark flowshop problems
2.2 Solution Sampling
There are two conditions under which we used the GA to explore the solution space for each prob-
lem. Condition one is the “perturbed scenario” (PS), condition two is “base scenario” (BS). Under
the base scenario, the GA was directed to find good solutions to the original problem. Under the
perturbed scenario, the elements in the processing times array, Processingm×n, were randomly sub-
jected to change, producing a perturbed processing times array, PProcessingm×n: PProcessing(i, j) =
N(0, f × Processing(i, j)) + Processing(i, j) if N(0, f × Processing(i, j)) > 0 and Processing(i, j)
otherwise, where N(x, y) is a normal random deviate with mean x and standard deviation y, and f is the
perturbation factor, which we set to 0.1. (Our results were not sensitive to the perturbation factor value
of 0.1. Later, when we vary the amount of perturbation, we use the variable PertSize.)
Phase 1 of our experiments proceeds as follows for a given flowshop problem. For the PS, we
randomly create n=100 perturbed processing time arrays: PProcessing1,. . . , PProcessingn. We initialize
the perturbed solutions of interest, PSoI1,. . . , PSoIn, as empty heaps, each with maximum size of h=300.
For each of the n perturbed processing time arrays we conduct r=20 independent runs of the standard
GA, saving the h unique best solutions over the r runs in the associated PSoIk heap. (In a separate
data structure we record how many times a solution in the heap is encountered.) The individual PSoIks
are then combined into PSoISH (perturbed solutions of interest super-heap) by taking their union. An
analogous process is follow for the BS, except that the original processing times array is used throughout.
This results in USoISH (unperturbed solutions of interest super-heap), as a result of r runs conducted n
times on the original problem. This completes phase 1 (‘training’).
1Below, we report results only for the 9 Taillard problems, T1378–T1659. The other problems are small and presented no
differences between the two methods, PS and BS.
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3 Results
In phase 2 (‘testing’), for a given problem, we generate new perturbed processing time arrays, n=100
for each PertSize (‘perturbation size’) = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, and 1.5. We then compare the
performances of the two super-heaps, PSoISH and USoISH. We do this in two distinct but related ways,
which we will call Heap-Based and Solution-Based. See Table 2 and its caption for notational details,
which we will refer to in the sequel.
PP(1) PP(2) PP(3) . . . . . . . . . PP(n) Solution Scores
Soln(1) m(1, 1) m(1, 2) m(1, 3) . . . . . . . . . m(1, n) S(L, 1)

























Soln(m) m(m, 1) m(m, 2) m(m, 3) . . . . . . . . . m(m,n) S(L,m)
Heap Scores H(1) H(2) H(3) . . . H(j) . . . H(n)
Table 2: Schema for results tables. PP(j)= perturbed problem j. Soln(i) = solution i. m(i, j) = makespan
for solution i on problem j. One results table for each of 2 super-heaps (perturbed and regular; PSoISH
and USoISH)× 7 levels of perturbation (PertSize) = 14 in all. All times the number of levels, L, e.g., 0.8,
0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 1.0. H(j) = minim(i, j). Hr = heap score for super-heap from the regular GA
(BS, base scneario); Hp = heap score for super-heap from the perturbed GA (PS, perturbed scenario).
Let PP be the set of n perturbed problems = ∪ni=1 PP(i). Then S(L, i) is the makespan of solution i that
is at the Lth percentile for the problems in PP . Sr = solution score for super-heap from the regular GA;
Sp = solution score for super-heap from the perturbed GA.
We begin with the Heap-Based comparisons. In these comparisons we are seeking to understand
whether one heap overall performs better or worse than the other. As such the focus of our comparisons
are the best-of-heap solutions for each of the perturbed problems in question. In our Solution-Based
comparisons below, we address the question of finding a most robust solution in a heap for a sample of
perturbed problems. In the Heap-Based comparisons, in contrast, we address the question of finding the
most robust solution in a heap for each of the given perturbed problems.
In presenting our Heap-Based comparisons we first show our results by discussing a representative
problem among our 14: the Taillard benchmark problem with 10 machines, 20 jobs, and best-known
makespan of 1378. The results (within the Heap-Based comparisons) come in two forms. First, we
compare the two super-heaps overall by assessing all of the solutions for each of the seven levels of
PertSize . (In the case of Taillard 1378, there were 29,993 distinct solutions in PSoISH and 29,948 in
USoISH.) Then, for each of the 100 problems at each level, we compare the objective function pairs (for
the robust solution in each heap) using a Wilcoxon test with the null hypothesis of no difference between
the two solutions. Table 3 shows our results for the Taillard 1378 problem. The null hypothesis is only
rejected for two levels of PertSize and the BS super-heap is doing better!2 In terms of the notation in
Table 2, we find that at PertSize=0.1 and at 0.25, Hr(i) < Hp(i) and at all other PertSizes, the data do
not distinguish between Hr(i) and Hp(i) (see the “reject null?” column in Table 3). To emphasize for
the sake of clarity: we obtained n=100 new perturbed problems at each of the stated PertSize levels, so
|PP| = 100. When PertSize = 0.1, and we compare the most robust solutions of the two super-heaps
on a problem-by-problem basis, then the BS super-heap does significantly better than the PS super-heap
(using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test). And when PertSize is larger, there is no significant
difference between the solutions in the two super-heaps. Overall, the best solution for a given perturbed
problem instance is as likely to come from one super-heap as the other.
2Because of Bonferroni issues we are not claiming that there is evidence here that the BS is actually producing significantly
better solutions. The key point overall is that the two scenarios are broadly equivalent.
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PertSize p-value reject null? z-value
0.1 3.02E-22 Yes 9.7
0.25 5.72E-08 Yes 5.4272
0.5 0.18457 No 1.3268
0.75 1 No 0
1 0.36812 No 0.9
1.25 0.18457 No -1.3268
1.5 0.68152 No -0.41039
Table 3: Heap-Based Comparison of Hr and Hp statistics: Wilcoxon test results for Heap-Based com-
parisons on Taillard 1378.
In the second form of our results for the Heap-Based analysis, we obtain for each of the two super-
heaps the estimated robust solutions at each level of PertSize and for deciles (‘levels’) L=1.0, 0.99, 0.95,
0.9, 0.85, and 0.80. Now we compare just solutions at the six levels (in distinction to Table 3 which
reports statistics on comparisons of 100 solutions at each PertSize). Table 4 presents the results for the
Taillard 1378 problem. Remarkably, the two super-heaps, and hence the two distinct GA approaches
(perturbed (PS) and unperturbed (BS)) give very similar results. As can be determined by inspection,
the magnitudes of the differences between the PS and BS values are small, on the order of 1%. Of the
42 pairs of entries in the table, BS is larger in 15 cases and PS in the rest. Using a binomial test, the
probability of getting 15 or fewer if indeed the null hypothesis is true is 0.0442. So the difference is
statistically significant at the 5% level, but small in magnitude.
Scenario PSize L = 1.00 L = 0.99 L = 0.95 L = 0.90 L = 0.85 L = 0.80
PS 0.1 1530.3 1522.4 1519.4 1509.2 1503.1 1498.4
BS 0.1 1528.2 1524.4 1513.6 1505.3 1502.6 1500.3
PS 0.25 1755.8 1734.5 1676.2 1660.6 1650.9 1645.2
BS 0.25 1688 1687.4 1672.7 1668.8 1661.2 1654.5
PS 0.5 2018 2013.9 1966.4 1930.4 1917.1 1896.2
BS 0.5 2042.9 2007.5 1966.6 1941.9 1936.3 1911.2
PS 0.75 2425.6 2402.1 2291.3 2232.3 2195.3 2172.2
BS 0.75 2380.9 2319.6 2288.8 2259 2214.8 2192
PS 1.0 2772.9 2707.9 2604.4 2505.5 2463.4 2427.9
BS 1.0 2773.6 2771.4 2586.8 2529.9 2480.2 2457.3
PS 1.25 3074.3 3008.4 2957.5 2854.4 2785 2744.3
BS 1.25 3299.8 3046.5 2896.7 2806 2765.9 2753.1
PS 1.5 3396.5 3365.1 3221.6 3127.6 3038.7 2986.3
BS 1.5 3527.4 3475.4 3260 3216.9 3081.1 3017.3
Table 4: Heap-Based Comparison of Hr and Hp statistics: Taillard benchmark flowshop problem. 10
machines. 20 jobs. 1378 minimum makespan. BS=base scenario, regular GA on unperturbed problem.
PS= perturbed scenario, GA on perturbed problems.
These results are for one problem, Taillard 1378. Looking at all 9 of the Taillard problems, i.e., the 9
large problems among the 14 we examined (Table 1), Table 5 summarizes the comparison of H values.
The Table reveals that Hr(i) < Hp(i) for PSize = 0.1 and 0.25; Hr(i) > Hp(i) for PSize = 0.5, 1.0,
1.25, and 1.5. When we examined the magnitudes of the differences at all levels, they averaged (by level)
between 0.26% (0.002582)to 0.80% (0.0087984). There is very little difference in the solution products
of the two heaps with regard to robustness.
Table 6 presents a comparison of all the 9 Taillard (larger) problems that we studied. The table’s
results fall into two groups. In the High group we collected S(L, i) values for L=1.0, 0.99, 0.95, 0.90,
0.85, 0.80, while in the Low group we looked at S(L, i) values for L=0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01.
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PSize pV alue Winner zV alue
0.1 3.33E-64 BS 16.918
0.25 3.12E-13 BS 7.2892
0.5 0.00062554 PS -3.4203
0.75 0.11866 No Diff -1.5604
1.0 1.43E-06 PS -4.8205
1.25 4.78E-05 PS -4.066
1.5 1.37E-13 PS -7.3993
Table 5: Heap-Based comparison of Hr and Hp statistics at all 100 levels (deciles): Taillard problems;
10 machines; 20 jobs; 9 cases.
(The Low group would not be interesting in practice, we simply wanted to look at it for comparison pur-
poses.) In either case, the results are clear: except for PSize=0.1 (where BS does better) and PSize=0.5,
High (where PS does better), we do not find a significant difference between the BS and PS treatments.
High: L=1.0, 0.99, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.80 Low: L=0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01
PSize pV alue RejectH0 zV alue pV alue RejectH0 zV alue
0.1 0.0051014 Yes 2.8006 2.66E-05 Yes 4.2008
0.25 1 No 0 0.78353 No 0.27472
0.5 0.0072096 Yes -2.687 0.5754 No 0.56011
0.75 0.3222 No -0.98995 0.5827 No -0.54944
1.0 0.40081 No -0.84017 0.78353 No 0.27472
1.25 1 No 0 0.16956 No -1.3736
1.5 0.4795 No -0.70711 0.33169 No -0.97073
Table 6: Heap-Based Comparison of Hr and Hp statistics: Taillard problems; 10 machines; 20 jobs; 9
cases; T1378–T1659, in Table 1.
Regarding the Solution-Based analysis, Table 7 presents a comparison of all the 9 Taillard (larger)
problems that we studied. The table’s results fall into two groups. In the High group we collected S(L, i)
values for L=1.0, 0.99, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.80, while in the Low group we looked at S(L, i) values for
L=0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01. In either case, the results are clear: except for PSize=0.1 (where BS
does better), we do not find a significant difference between the BS and PS treatments.
High: L=1.0, 0.99, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.80 Low: L=0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01
PSize pV alue RejectH0 zV alue pV alue RejectH0 zV alue
0.1 0.00052654 Yes 3.4669 7.43E-06 Yes 4.4809
0.25 0.78353 No 0.27472 0.13442 No 1.4969
0.5 1 No 0 0.88971 No 0.13868
0.75 0.89176 No -0.13608 1 No 0
1.0 1 No 0 0.33169 No -0.97073
1.25 0.68309 No 0.40825 1 No 0
1.5 0.68309 No 0.40825 1 No 0
Table 7: Solution-based comparison of Sr(L, i) and Sp(L, i) statistics: Taillard problems; 10 machines;
20 jobs; 9 cases; T1378–T1659, in Table 1.
Table 8 presents statistical results after combining the data across all deciles.
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PSize pV alue Winner zV alue
0.1 2.19E-104 BS 21.697
0.25 1.36E-17 BS 8.5387
0.5 0.3455 No Diff -0.94334
0.75 0.50091 No Diff 0.67305
1.0 0.40097 No Diff -0.83989
1.25 0.11475 No Diff 1.5772
1.5 0.034503 BS 2.1141
Table 8: Solution-based comparison of Sr(L, i) and Sp(L, i) statistics at all 100 levels (deciles): Taillard
problems; 10 machines; 20 jobs; 9 cases.
4 Discussion and Summary
It is worth emphasizing that of our two kinds of analysis, Heap-Based and Solution-Based, it is the
Solution-Based one that is most relevant to practice. Given an optimization problem with risky perturba-
tions the method employed here is to obtain a super-heap of solutions by solving the problem, either in its
original, unperturbed form, or after a number of random perturbations. This constitutes phase 1 and is a
kind of training exercise. Then, in phase 2, one generates a random sample of newly perturbed problems
and then evaluates the super-heap solutions. From here, robust-under-risk solutions can be found for any
given level L of risk. This is essentially a Solution-Based procedure. The main finding we report is that
there is little benefit in phase 1 from solving perturbed problems, instead of the original problem. This
holds at best, of course, for the kinds of flowshop problems we have examined here. Future research will
need to broaden the scope of the problems tested.
More generally, we have proposed and explored, in the context of benchmark problems for flowshop
scheduling, a risk-based concept of robustness for optimization problems. This risk-based concept is in
distinction to, and complements, the uncertainty-based concept employed in the field of robust optimiza-
tion. Implementation of our concept requires problem solution methods that sample the solution space
intelligently and that produce large numbers of distinct sample points. With these solutions to hand, their
robustness scores are easily obtained and heuristically robust solutions found.
We used a conventional genetic algorithm in searching for robust solutions, with the addition of
collecting high-quality solutions in a heap during the search process. While a GA is surely appropriate for
this context, it would seem that any population-based metaheuristic might be used in this way. Systematic
investigation of effective means to find robust solutions (in our risk-based sense) remains to be completed.
It will be interesting to see whether heuristics for finding optimal solutions perform well as heuristics for
finding robust solutions, and vice versa.
Finally, it is remarkable that there is so little difference with respect to robustness in the solutions
in our two super-heaps. The best solutions found by the GA on the unperturbed problem, when the
perturbations are low, are as good as, perhaps better than, the best solutions found by the GA when
trained on perturbed problems generated by the same process as the comparison test problems. This
is not because the perturbations do not effect the makespans. As the entries in Table 4 (and in the
corresponding tables for the other problems) show, makespans increase with increasing perturbations.
Could it be that a GA is (at least sometimes) itself a procedure for finding robust solutions?
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